The benefits of curved Inlet Bells are well
known in the air cooler industry (see scientific
explanation, next page). Inlet Bells lower fan
noise and horsepower as well as increasing
airflow. All modern fan programs have a tab to
show the benefits.
Our standard Inlet Bell (r =.05D) is a
“made in Canada” solution
Standard Inlet Bell

We supply our Inlet
Bells in kit form with
all the parts and
instructions to mount
to any style axial fan
ring/guard.
A standard Inlet Bell
is recommended for
use on all axial fans
where best
performance is
required, as well as,
“Low-noise” fan
projects.

Elliptical Inlet Bell

Ultra-Low Noise fan

This larger Elliptical
Inlet Bell is
recommended for
use on the more
serious “Ultra-LowNoise” projects,
which use the “UltraLow Noise” fans.

Effect of Inlet conditions
Consider the air around the entrance to the fan. Air must be
collected from all directions and accelerated to the velocity at the
plane of the fan. Some of this air is moving 90° to the fan axis. If
smooth transition is not present, the inability of the airflow
vectors to make rapid changes in direction will create a “Vena
Contracta” at the blade tip, starving the blade of air in this area.
(See Figure 1).

Most modern fan rating programs allow
for several choices of inlet conditions:





No Inlet
Elliptical Inlet Bell
Rounded Inlet Bell r =0.05D, 0.1D or 0.15D
Conical Inlet with r =0.05D, 0.1D or 0.15D.

Here is a great visual of “Vena Contracta” in a river flow.

River flow

Ask us about our patented safety device to
prevent back spin on axial fans
Why fans wind mill backwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdWCJeuilWM
Feel free to contact Nick Agius @ 1-780-719-7413
Nick.agius@motioncanada.com

Since most of the work is done by the outer portion of the
fan blade, the result can be a big loss of efficiency. An
additional adverse effect can be increased vibration. To
prevent this loss, consider the use of an Inlet Bell attached
to the bottom of the fan ring.
A properly designed and installed Inlet Bell provides a
smooth transition as air is gathered from all directions into
the plane of the fan, as shown in figure 2.

